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ABSTRACT
The 1990s state litigation that resulted in the tobacco
industry’s initial document disclosure obligations fully
expired in 2010. These obligations have been extended
and enhanced until 2021 through a federal lawsuit
against the tobacco industry over violations of the
Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).
In this special communication, we summarise and
explain the new legal framework and enhanced
document disclosure obligations of the major US tobacco
companies. We describe the events leading up to these
new requirements, including the tobacco companies’
failed attempt to close the Minnesota Tobacco
Document Depository, the release of 100 000
documents onto the companies’ document websites
discovered to have been publicly available at the
Minnesota Tobacco Document Depository but not online,
and the addition of over 2300 documents to those
websites, which are also now publicly available at
Minnesota after being secured for years in a separate,
non-public storage room at the Minnesota Tobacco
Document Depository. We also detail the document
indexing enhancements and redesign of the University of
California, San Francisco’s Legacy Tobacco Documents
Library website, made possible by the RICO litigation,
and which is anticipated to be released in September
2014. Last, we highlight the public health community’s
continued opportunity to expose the US tobacco
industry’s efforts to undermine public health through
these new search enhancements and improved
document accessibility and due to the continuously
growing document collection until at least 2021.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important legacies of the decades-
long litigation against the major US and UK tobacco
companies is the millions of pages of internal cor-
porate records primarily available at the Minnesota
Tobacco Document Depository (Minnesota
Depository) and at British American Tobacco’s
(BAT) document archive in England (Guildford
Depository) as well as on the internet (table 1).
Findings, commentary and research methodologies
about these materials have been well documented.1

The 1990s state litigation that resulted in settle-
ments in Minnesota2 and nationally via the Master
Settlement Agreement (MSA)3 led to the tobacco
companies’ initial document disclosure obligations
which began in 1998 and expired in 2008 and
2010, respectively.4 However, these obligations
have now been extended and enhanced with add-
itional transparency measures until 1 September
2021 through a federal lawsuit, filed by the USA in

1999, over the tobacco companies’ civil violations
of the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations
Act (RICO). We summarise and describe the RICO
defendants’ new and enhanced document disclos-
ure obligations and the events in the litigation
leading up to these new requirements.

METHODS
Public filings and judicial orders or opinions from the
USA District Court for the District of Columbia were
reviewed. University of California, San Francisco—
Legacy Tobacco Documents Library’s (LTDL)
Tobacco Documents Bibliography1 was consulted for
recent tobacco document research scholarship.

RESULTS
US racketeering-based litigation against the
tobacco industry
In 1999, the USA sued the major US-based and
UK-based cigarette manufacturers for deliberately
deceiving the American public about the risks and
dangers of cigarette smoking, including exposure to
tobacco smoke, in violation of RICO.5 After many
years of litigation, in 2006, the Honourable Gladys
Kessler of the US District Court for the District of
Columbia released her ground-breaking decision,
finding that the cigarette companies had engaged in
a decades-long conspiracy, in violation of RICO, to
defraud the public about: (1) the adverse health
effects of smoking and exposure to secondhand
tobacco smoke; (2) the addictiveness of nicotine and
their manipulation of nicotine levels and (3) the
health benefits of their ‘low tar’ brands. Judge
Kessler further found that the major tobacco com-
panies were likely to continue their unlawful behav-
iour, and crafted equitable relief designed to
‘prevent and restrain’ those future violations, as
authorised under RICO.6 These remedies7 include a
requirement to continue to publicly disclose (non-
privileged and non-confidential) internal documents
produced in US-based smoking and health litigation
for 15 years until 1 September 2021.6 8 In a 2011
ruling, the Court held that BAT was not subject to
the Court’s jurisdiction under the RICO Act, so the
Court’s Final Order does not cover BAT.9

Implementation of the racketeering case Final
Order
The Defendants sought to stop implementation of
Judge Kessler’s Final Order through the appeals
process—including failed efforts to obtain a
hearing before the US Supreme Court—that lasted
almost 4 years. Ultimately, almost all of Judge
Kessler’s liability findings and remedies were
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upheld, including all the document disclosure obligations.10

The Defendants’ document disclosure obligations under the
MSA and the Minnesota Settlement were set to expire during
that appeal period, and because the Final Order was not being
implemented during the appeal, the Defendants would have
been free to stop complying. To avoid that outcome, the USA
and Public Health Intervenors (Intervenors; table 2) obtained
Defendants’ commitment to continue these disclosures pending
resolution of the appeals.11

There was only one issue that Judge Kessler ruled should be
further considered under her Final Order: coding or indexing
obligations for material uploaded to the Defendants’ document
websites. As discussed below, the subsequent mediation on this
issue led to several additional disclosure-related obligations.

Minnesota Depository
Defendants’ failed attempt to close the Minnesota Depository
results in the online release of 100 000 documents
Judge Kessler asserted jurisdiction over the Minnesota
Depository, which had been under the jurisdiction of a
Minnesota court, on 15 September 2011.12 In March 2011, the
Defendants sought to close the Minnesota Depository.13 The
Defendants argued that they would upgrade their company
document websites to make available non-standard media in
digitised format, thereby, they asserted, making the separate
depository in Minnesota—containing a hard copy of everything
on the websites—unnecessary.13 Electronic media and oversized

documents, such as electronic data and larger than 8.500×1100

standard paper size, have been historically made available to the
public at the Minnesota Depository and not at the
court-ordered tobacco company document websites created
under the MSA. Additionally, the Defendants argued that the
Depository was rarely used because it is inconveniently located
(particularly as compared with the Defendants’ websites, avail-
able to anyone with an internet connection) and costly to main-
tain—citing that the Defendants jointly pay $US$1 000 000
annually to maintain it.14 Finally, while the Defendants recog-
nised that there were some discrepancies between documents
physically housed at the Minnesota Depository and those on
their websites, they argued that those would soon be resolved
entirely. In short, they argued that “[t]he Minnesota Depository
ha[d] run its course.”15

The USA explained that allowing the Minnesota Depository
to close would remove “a valuable resource that has directly led
to important discoveries about Defendants’ past frauds and
deceptions” and “the only check on the accuracy and complete-
ness of the documents that Defendants post to their document
websites…leaving Defendants wholly on their own to police…
whatever documents they chose to post.”16

In fact, after comparing the 4(b) Index at the Minnesota
Depository, which is the electronic catalogue of documents
housed at the Minnesota Depository, with the indices from the
Defendants’ websites, LTDL staff discovered that over 100 000
documents housed at the Minnesota Depository were not avail-
able on the defendants’ websites.17 The USA informed the
Court that documents listed on the 4(b) Index and publicly
available in hard copy at Minnesota were not on Defendants’
document websites.18 The USA also pointed out that if a docu-
ment went missing from the Defendants’ websites, it could only
be obtained through the Minnesota Depository.19 Last, despite
the Defendants’ claims that the Minnesota Depository is rarely
used,20 21 the USA noted that from May 2008, when the
Minnesota Depository would have closed under the terms of
the Minnesota settlement, to March 2011, over 350 unique
requests for documents or other information were received by
the Minnesota Depository staff.22

Both the USA and Intervenors23 relied extensively on declara-
tions made by long-time tobacco control researchers, lawyers
and advocates who used the Minnesota Depository to find evi-
dence detailing the tobacco industry’s ‘fraud, deception and sub-
terfuge’ in their publications24–30 They explained that hard
copy searches of documents were critical in researching their
published works for many reasons, including the value of seren-
dipitous findings in a box of documents that would be com-
pletely unrelated to any electronic search term inputted into a
database and the increased ease of contextualising documents
among related people, entities and subject matters, among other
findings. These individuals also highlighted the types of materi-
als housed only within the Minnesota Depository, such as three-
dimensional trial exhibits, volumes of microfilm, slides,
reel-to-reel tapes, audio and video recordings, and separate hard
drives or databases. In addition to the unique resources and
searching methodologies available at the Minnesota Depository,
it is currently estimated to house over 25 000 boxes of docu-
ments or approximately 55–60 million pages (up from about 26
million pages in late 199831; Minnesota Tobacco Document
Depository, personal communication, April 2014).

In response to the Plaintiffs’ arguments, the Defendants with-
drew their request to close the Minnesota Depository, acknow-
ledging that, among other things, over 100 000 documents
discovered by LTDL staff were not on their own websites.32

Table 2 The Public Health Intervenors in the USA’s racketeering
case against the tobacco industry

The Intervenors are the following six public health groups that obtained party
status through a legal procedure allowing them to join the case after the USA
dramatically lowered the level of funding it was seeking for certain remedies,
such as smoker cessation and counter-marketing
American Cancer Society American Lung Association
Americans for Nonsmokers’
Rights

National African American Tobacco Prevention
Network

American Heart Association Tobacco-Free Kids Action Fund

Table 1 Current information for accessing the tobacco company
documents

Minnesota Tobacco Document
Depository

Phone: (612) 378-5707
Address: 1045 Westgate Drive, Suite 40,
Minneapolis, MN 55114, USA

British American Tobacco
document depository

Phone: (44) 148-346-4300
Address: Unit 3A, Opus Business Park,
Moorfield Road, Slyfield, Guildford GU1
1SZ, UK

University of California,
San Francisco—Legacy Tobacco
Documents Library

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu

Court-ordered tobacco company document websites
Philip Morris USA, Inc http://www.pmdocs.com/
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
American Tobacco and Brown &
Williamson

http://www.rjrtdocs.com/rjrtdocs//index.
wmt?tab=home

Lorillard Tobacco Company http://www.lorillarddocs.com/public/index.
wmt?tab=home

The Council for Tobacco Research
USA, Inc

http://www.ctr-usa.org/ctr/index.wmt?
tab=home&tab=home

The Tobacco Institute http://www.tobaccoinstitute.com/
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Documents kept from public view for years at the Minnesota
Depository are ordered to be released for public inspection
In December 2011, Judge Kessler stated that “there is some degree
of confusion and uncertainty about the proper” handling of certain
documents at the Minnesota Depository.33 The Depository has a
Secured Documents Room (SDR) on the premises, containing
records not available for public review. Under the Minnesota
Settlement, the Defendants had the authority to review documents
available to the public and move them to the SDR for various
reasons, including that, in the Defendants’ view, they should not
have been produced to the Minnesota Depository in the first place
or were otherwise privileged or confidential.

Explaining that “[w]hen removals are not handled properly,
the public suffers because the removed documents are no longer
available for public inspection,” Judge Kessler directed that “no
Defendant shall remove any documents from the population
available to the public at the Depository until further Order of
the Court.”34 Subsequently, Judge Kessler directed the
Defendants to correct all errors and discrepancies concerning
their document and index productions, and that any future
errors must be corrected within 30 days.35 She further directed
that by June 2012, each Defendant needed to file a Privilege
Log identifying “each document that was at one time submitted
to be part of the publicly available population but which has
subsequently been removed by Defendants as privileged or for
any other reason,” and, for each such document, “whether
proper removal procedures were followed…”35

In June 2012, and in compliance with Judge Kessler’s Order,
each Defendant filed information and Privilege Logs explaining
which documents had been moved from public access to the
SDR.36–38 The information showed that more than 3000 docu-
ments had been moved.

The Parties subsequently developed a procedure to allow the
USA or Intervenors to challenge whether these documents belonged
in the public domain.39 As of the end of 2013, Plaintiffs had com-
pleted this process with all Defendants but Lorillard.40 Although
the process is continuing, thus far, over 2300 documents have been
returned to public access at the Minnesota Depository and at
Defendants’ tobacco document websites.

Tobacco company document websites
As previously noted, Judge Kessler decided there should be
further consideration of the Defendants’ document website coding
obligations. After the nearly 4-year appeals process was over, she
directed the Parties into mediation to seek to resolve that issue.

As a result, in December 2011 the Parties submitted two joint
proposed Consent Orders, subsequently approved by the
Court,41 42 modifying the Defendants’ document disclosure and
website coding obligations. Under the Orders, the Defendants
are required, among other things, to (1) pay US$6.9 million
over 4 years to the Court, which then disburses the payments to
University of California San Francisco (UCSF) to improve access
to and functionality of LTDL; and (2) follow certain technical
requirements for coding and posting documents to their existing
tobacco document websites. In exchange for these commit-
ments, the Consent Orders excuse the Defendants from coding
the ‘person mentioned’, ‘organisation mentioned’ and ‘brand
mentioned’ fields when posting documents on their websites.

Current document coding and posting obligations on the
Defendants’ document websites
Under the Consent Orders, the Defendants will continue to
code many of the fields that they were required to under prior

MSA obligations, as well as some new fields and are required to
follow a new timeline for document disclosure to the public
(table 3). Taken together, these measures allow the public to
better track documents being produced in litigation and to
determine whether the Defendants are meeting their transpar-
ency obligations.

Challenges to redactions on publicly available documents
Defendants are allowed to redact (remove information by cover-
ing it with a box or highlighting making the original text
unreadable) personal confidential information such as personal
email addresses and phone numbers of tobacco company
employees, or families and names where the document also
links the named person to certain kinds of information (eg,
sexual orientation, medical information). However, under the
Consent Orders, the USA and Intervenors may request that
certain personal confidential redactions be lifted where they are
broader than the limited list of allowable redactions. To facilitate
that process, LTDL provides a link where users can get assist-
ance in inquiring whether a redaction can be lifted.43

Court fund to improve public access to the documents
The Consent Orders require the Defendants to provide $6.9
million to the Court, which disburses the funds to UCSF to
improve public access to the documents via LTDL. The funds
will pay for enhancing the indexing of newly added documents,
specifically by adding the names of people, organisations and
brands mentioned in the documents. Additionally, they will be
used to help redesign LTDL’s infrastructure (search and retrieval
software tools) and its interface, which is expected to be
released in September 2014 (box 1).

Last, under the Consent Orders, the Defendants must consult
with LTDL staff, at LTDL’s request, in an effort to resolve tech-
nical issues. This is the first time that the tobacco companies are
required to designate a person with sufficient authority to
whom issues about document access could be brought. In the
past 2 years, consultations were held on missing documents,
incorrect metadata and index formatting problems and were
generally resolved to the satisfaction of LTDL staff.

Table 3 New Timeline for Defendants document disclosure to the
public

Number of days from the date a
document is produced to plaintiffs
in US-based smoking and
health-related litigation Defendant’s obligation

14 Post electronic indices on their websites
identifying specific documents by bates
number, litigation action, the date on
which it was produced to plaintiffs, and
whether the document is subject to an
internal review for confidential
information such as trade secret or
personal confidential information

45 Post documents on their websites and
deposit them at the Minnesota
Depository

90 Post documents subject to a
confidentiality review on their websites
and at the Minnesota Depository
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Growing tobacco document collection remains a valuable
resource for monitoring the tobacco industry
Although tobacco industry document management policies—
largely designed to decrease litigation exposure by limiting the
internal exchange of written information44—may result in less
damaging disclosures than in decades past, corporate documents
remain a valuable tool to monitor the US tobacco industry.

For example, a number of researchers have relied on documents
dated within the past decade to expose the tobacco companies’
internal strategies for producing and marketing their products.
These investigators discovered documents about web-based focus
groups disguised as forums for 20-something consumers45—a key
target group for tobacco companies,46 47 colour coding to connote
so-called ‘low tar’ products to replace prohibited descriptors on
packaging such as ‘light’ or ‘ultra light’,48 recent internal sensory
research related to modified risk tobacco products49 and external
research supported by tobacco companies.50 As of February 2014,
there are 328 000 documents produced by the RICO Defendants
dated between 2004 and 2013 (198 705 of these are designated pri-
vileged or confidential and are therefore unavailable).

CONCLUSION
Although the document disclosure obligations under the
Minnesota Settlement and the MSA ended in 2008 and 2010,
respectively, ongoing requirements placed on the major US
tobacco firms continue today. Documents will continue to be
added to the public archives until 1 September 2021, a rede-
signed LTDL website with improved searching and indexing
capabilities is expected in September 2014, and additional
enhanced transparency measures are now in effect. The
Minnesota Depository’s continued existence allows the public
to search and use materials unique to the facility, and check
tobacco companies’ compliance with its document disclosure
obligations. Additionally, for the first time, a mechanism is in
place to allow challenges to be made to certain redactions con-
tained in publicly available documents, in order to prevent the
companies from keeping parts of otherwise public documents
secret. Last, because of the litigation effort to keep the
Minnesota Depository open, approximately 100 000 documents
were posted online that were not previously available and
another 2300 documents have been returned to the publicly
accessible document collections at the Minnesota Depository

and online. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a
systematic search of those documents.

Taken together, these transparency measures provide the
public health community with an opportunity to not only con-
tinue to expose the tobacco industry’s past bad acts, but to also
monitor their ongoing behaviour. These internal corporate
documents provide an opportunity to discover new internal evi-
dence related to, among other things, the tobacco industry’s
market research and strategies to reach young adults aged
18–21 years, packaging and labelling tactics and product design
strategies. Such new discoveries might support innovative
tobacco control measures, such as increasing a minimum legal
tobacco product sale age to 21, which is currently being imple-
mented in some US States.51 They could also support the Food
and Drug Administration’s (FDA) efforts to regulate tobacco
products under the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
Control Act, although the tobacco companies have been largely
successful in staving off FDA regulation. The efforts of research-
ers to effectively access and use these documents will likely
become even easier—in terms of technical searching enhance-
ments—with the millions of dollars being provided to facilitate
user-friendly and comprehensive document research in LTDL.

What this paper adds

▸ We describe the recently enhanced document disclosure
obligations placed on the major U.S. tobacco companies as
a result of federal racketeering litigation.

▸ We highlight the recent public release of certain documents
as a result of events in the federal racketeering litigation
leading up to these new requirements.

▸ We describe certain document indexing enhancements and
redesign to the Legacy Tobacco Document Library website,
which expected to be released in September 2014.
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